After the stupendous success of kitchen design collection vol - I, we are now proud to present kitchen design collection vol - II.

This catalogue will provide you with a wealth of new ideas. It gives details of our products and illustrates practical applications. It will help you to improve your ability to plan, design and realize your customers’ dreams.

Behind each separate idea lies the strength of combined experience. We are a family-managed firm with a tradition of innovation and customer service going back over a 100 years. Remaining true to our origins, we offer our customers opportunities to increase their competitive advantage through our continuous innovation.

We operate throughout the world. This means we’re within reach wherever you need us. The consistently high quality of our products helps you to maintain your good reputation with your customers. Our reliability makes your planning easier.

We guarantee our products and services with our name and with all that it stands for.

Yours sincerely,

Team Hettich India
introduction

“If this business were split up, I would give you the land and bricks and mortar, and I would take the brands and trademarks, and I would fare better than you.”  
John Stuart, Chairman of Quaker (ca. 1900)

The tagline with the logo says it all, Hettich is Technology for Furniture. This is what we have been doing with great success for over 100 years, with presence in over 100 countries spread across 5 continents.

Our Brand Values - Quality, Innovation, Reliability, Closeness to Customers are what we stand for. All our actions are with the end user in mind. We want happy and satisfied customers at the end of the value chain, who guide our every activity.

With the right mix of innovation and continuity, Hettich offers its customers high value and reliable solutions that put life and movement into furniture.

In keeping with changing lifestyles, the kitchen too has undergone transformation; it is no longer just a place to cook. It is a style statement of the home-maker and is meant to offer convenience, ease and efficiency to the consumer besides being hi-tech and looking good. That’s why it’s so important to get efficiency molded into its design.

Hettich helps kitchen manufacturers make elegant, convenient and ergonomically designed user-friendly kitchens.

Imagine a kitchen where drawers open and close silently and effortlessly at the mere press of a hand or knee – EASYS. Or a new way of storage at eye level under the wall unit in the kitchen that provides a stylish and convenient access to crockery, jars, packets and more - COSARIO. Or wings attached to your drawer system for organized storage and easy access of small items/packets – ORGAWING. Or imagine not having to stand on a stool or stretch your toes to retrieve small items stored at the back of wall mounted cabinets at a height – CARGO IQ. These are just some of the UNIQUE solutions offered by Hettich for your kitchens.

With its vast experience of doing business with some of the world’s biggest and best kitchen manufacturers, Hettich is proud to present 20 contemporary and classic style patterns for your kitchen.

Hettich Furniture Fittings – German Quality you can trust.
InnoTech pantry cabinet
- Flexible hardware system for individual cabinet heights and widths
- Internal drawers/internal pot-and-pan drawers which are partly connected to the furniture front unimpeded access to the contents
- Easy to use: The user does not have to move the full weight of the storage
- Drawers/pot-and-pan drawers and internal drawers/internal pot-and-pan drawers can be individually organized
- High load capacity (depending on the Quadro drawer slides used)
- Ideal for retrofitting in larder cabinets and pantry cabinets

InnoTech preassembled internal pot-and-pan drawer-Basic
- Quick insertion and removal of the internal pot-and-pan drawer
- Toolless assembly/disassembly and convenient front panel adjustment
- Perfect drawer action with Quadro partial or full extension; optionally with Silent System for closing quietly and gently – adapted to the thickness of the cabinet sides with 16, 18 and 19 mm
OrgaTray Basic 2
- Universal application
- Easy to trim to size
- Knife and/or spice rack can be added
- Environmentally friendly: made of fully recyclable polystyrene
- Antistatic, easy to clean
- Surface finish: silver

InnoTech Stainless steel—DesignSide
- Quick insertion and removal of the pot-and-pan drawer
- No bottom panel machining
- Toolless assembly/disassembly and convenient front panel adjustment
- Perfect drawer action with Quadro partial or full extension; optionally with Silent System for closing quietly and gently

InnoTech Stainless steel
- Quick insertion and removal of the drawer
- No bottom panel machining
- Toolless assembly/disassembly and convenient front panel adjustment
- Perfect drawer action with Quadro partial or full extension; optionally with Silent System for closing quietly and gently—adapted to the thickness of the cabinet sides with 16, 18 and 19 mm

Lift Advanced HF
- For wooden fronts and wood or aluminium framed fronts
- Max. flap/door weight 15.2 kg
- Adjustable opening and closing force
- Centre hinge not required
- Cross member not required
- Different front heights possible
- Silent System integrated – dampened closing action
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IOTB - InnoTech drawer system organisation-OrgaTray Basic
ISSD - InnoTech Stainless steel-with DesignSide
LHF - Folding-flap fitting-Lift Advanced-HF
ISS - InnoTech Stainless steel
IPC - InnoTech pantry cabinet
IPIBP - InnoTech preassembled internal pot-and-pan drawer-Basic
D - Dummy drawer
IPOFX - InnoTech preassembled under-sink drawer-OrgaFlex
IOW - InnoTech drawer system organisation-OrgaWing
DD - Interior fittings for pantry units-Dispensa Duo
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Interior fittings for pantry units

Dispensa
- Pantry pull-out with integrated dampened closure Silent System
- Compact, clearly arranged and easy to reach
- Contents can be accessed from both sides
- Part or full-extension
- Front can be adjusted in 3 directions

OrgaStore Deluxe 2/3
- Tailored to standard cabinet widths
- With variable dividers for customised organisation
InnoTech preassemble under-sink drawer
- For utilizing the space below the sink
- Designed for a standard 900 mm cabinet width
- Nominal length 470 mm
- Powder-coated steel, silver

OrgaFlag
- Designed for standard cabinet widths
- Additional OrgaFlag perforated profiles also permit the construction of other drawer widths in 50 mm intervals
- Silver-grey plastic
- Designed sides for aesthetics

OrgaTray Premium 2
- Designed for standard cabinet widths
- Knife and/or spice rack can be added
- Environmentally friendly: made of fully recyclable polystyrene
- Antistatic, easy to clean
- Surface finish: anthracite

InnoTech powder-coated steel-anthracite with DesignSide
- Quick insertion and removal of the pot-and-pan drawer
- No bottom panel machining
- Toolless assembly/disassembly and convenient front panel adjustment
- Perfect drawer action with Quadro partial or full extension; optionally with Silent System for closing quietly and gently
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IPS - InnoTech preassembled under-sink drawer
IOFG - InnoTech drawer system organisation-OrgaFlag
IOTPM - InnoTech drawer system organisation-OrgaTray Premium
IAD - InnoTech powder-coated steel, anthracite-with DesignSide
IOSD - InnoTech drawer system organisation-OrgaStore Deluxe
IPD - Interior fittings for pantry units-Dispensa
IA - InnoTech powder-coated steel-anthracite
IAT  - InnoTech powder-coated steel-anthracite-with TopSide

IOSB  - InnoTech drawer system organisation-OrgaStore Basic

LHF  - Folding-flap fittings-Lift Advanced-HF

S  - Sensys hinges

IPIBP  - InnoTech preassembled internal pot-and-pan drawer-Basic
Wicker baskets with wooden frame
- With wooden frame and integrated handle moulding
- For cabinet widths of 400, 500 and 600 mm
- Minimum internal cabinet depth 500 mm
- With roll-out prevention
- Solid beech

OrgaWing
- Provides InnoTech pot-and-pan drawers, 144 mm height, with an additional swing-out storage level above the railing.
- The moving compartments automatically swing out to the side when the pot-and-pan drawer is opened. They gently glide back to the home position on closing the drawer.
- Suitable for cabinet widths of 800 mm and over
- For nominal length 470 mm
Folding-flap fitting - Lift Advanced HL
- For wooden fronts and wood or aluminium framed fronts
- Max. flap/door weight 18.5 kg
- Adjustable opening and closing force
- Silent System integrated – dampened closing action
- The fitting can be adapted to different front weights by means of gas pressure springs which must be ordered separately
- Three-dimensional front adjustment

Swap - LED lights
Accentuating, highlighting and emotionalising – these are the strengths with which LEDs have so far become established as a source of light. The new, innovatively and comprehensively extended magic LED range for the first time offers numerous attractive lighting solutions which – depending on task and choice – not only provide accent, night and orientation light, but also function light for all lighting tasks in and on furniture.

Sensys hinges
- Soft dampened closing from a closing angle of 35°
- Suitable for standard kitchen door formats
- Elegant cover cap for the hinge cup
- Concealed latch Simple, safe, reliable
- Easily fitted, naturally without tools
- Minimum door protrusion: Optimum use of storage space with the aid of inside drawers

InnoTech pantry cabinet
- Flexible hardware system for individual cabinet heights and widths
- Internal drawers/internal pot-and-pan drawers which are partly connected to the furniture front
- Easy to use: The user does not have to move the full weight of the storage
- Drawers/pot-and-pan drawers and internal drawers/internal pot-and-pan drawers can be individually organized
- High load capacity (depending on the Quadro drawer slides used)
- Ideal for retrofitting in larder cabinets and pantry cabinets
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LHL - Folding-flap fitting-Lift Advanced-HL
Swap - LED lights
S - Sensys hinges
IPC - InnoTech pantry cabinet
IOW - InnoTech Drawer system-OrgaWing
WB - Wicker baskets with wooden frame
IOTB - InnoTech drawer system organisation-OrgaTray Basic
IWD - InnoTech powder-coated steel-white-with DesignSide
IOSE - InnoTech drawer system organisation-OrgaStore Exclusiv
IPOFX - InnoTech preassembled under-sink drawer-OrgaFlex
IWR - InnoTech powder-coated steel-white-with railing
LHF - Folding-flap fitting-Lift Advanced-HF
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InnoTech preassembled under-sink drawer OrgaFlex
- For utilising the space below the sink
- Freely positionable and removable plastic containers provide additional storage space to the right and/or left of the siphon and flexibly adapt to the specific situation they are used in
- Designed for standard cabinet widths
- Nominal length 470 mm

Sensys hinges
- Soft dampered closing from a closing angle of 35°
- Suitable for standard kitchen door formats
- Elegant cover cap for the hinge cup
- Concealed latch Simple, safe, reliable
- Easily fitted, naturally without tools
- Minimum door protrusion: Optimum use of storage space with the aid of inside drawers
OrgaStore Classic
• Tailored to standard cabinet widths
• Can also be used for customised drawer widths by shortening the aluminium partition

OrgaStore Professional
• Tailored to standard cabinet widths
• Can also be used for customised drawer widths by shortening the aluminium partition

OrgaTray Deluxe 2
• Designed for standard cabinet widths
• With variable dividers for customised organisation

InnoTech Stainless steel- with railing
• Closes off the sides between railing and drawer profile
• Attractive design
• Easy to install
• Can be retrofitted
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IOSPF - InnoTech drawer system organisation-OrgaStore Professional
IOTD - InnoTech drawer system organisation-OrgaTray Deluxe
ISSR - InnoTech Stainless steel-with railing
IOSC - InnoTech drawer system organisation-OrgaStore Classic
IPOFX - InnoTech preassembled under-sink drawer-OrgaFlex
S - Sensys hinges
IOW - InnoTech drawer system organisation-OrgaWing
ISS - InnoTech Stainless steel
D - Dummy drawer
VS - Vertico Synchro
IPC - InnoTech pantry cabinet

ELEVATION AT - A
ELEVATION AT - B
InnoTech preassembled internal pot-and-pan drawer Basic
- Quick insertion and removal of the internal pot-and-pan drawer
- Toolless assembly/disassembly and convenient front panel adjustment
- Perfect drawer action with Quadro partial or full extension; optionally with Silent System for closing quietly and gently - adapted to the thickness of the cabinet sides with 16, 18 and 19 mm

OrgaStore Deluxe 2/3
- Tailored to standard cabinet widths
- With variable dividers for customised organisation
InnoTech powder-coated-white-with railing
• Quick insertion and removal of the pot-and-pan drawer
• No bottom panel machining
• Toolless assembly/disassembly and convenient front panel adjustment
• Perfect drawer action with Quadro partial or full extension; optionally with Silent System for closing quietly and gently – adapted to the thickness of the cabinet sides with 16, 18 and 19 mm

InnoTech powder-coated steel-white
• Quick insertion and removal of the drawer
• No bottom panel machining
• Toolless assembly/disassembly and convenient front panel adjustment
• Perfect drawer action with Quadro partial or full extension; optionally with Silent System for closing quietly and gently – adapted to the thickness of the cabinet sides with 16, 18 and 19 mm

WingLine 780
• Suitable for use throughout the home
• With runner profile on top panel
• Runner with load-bearing function
• Optionally with bottom guide
• For wooden doors or wood/aluminium framed doors
• Toolless quick-connect door assembly
• Cabinet design also suitable for hinged doors

OrgaTray Classic 2
• Universal application
• Easy to trim to size
• Dividers, knife and/or spice rack can be added
• Environmentally friendly: made of fully recyclable polystyrene
• Antistatic, easy to clean
• Surface finish: silver
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IOTC - InnoTech drawer system organisation - OrgaTray Classic
IW - InnoTech powder-coated steel-white
WL780 - WingLine 780
IWR - InnoTech powder-coated steel-white-with railing
IOSD - InnoTech drawer system organisation - OrgaStore Deluxe
IPIBP - InnoTech preassembled internal pot-and-pan drawer-Basic
D - Dummy drawer
**IPOFX**  - InnoTech preassembled under-sink drawer - OrgaFlex

**IOSB**  - InnoTech drawer system organisation - OrgaStore Basic

**IOW**  - InnoTech drawer system organisation - OrgaWing

**S**  - Sensys hinges

**IPC**  - InnoTech pantry cabinet
LeMans
- For complete and unrestricted access to the corner cabinet
- When the cupboard door is opened, the shelves are turned to the front independently of one another and then swivelled out of the cabinet completely.
- Suitable for 800 and 1000 mm wide corner cabinets
- Load capacity 20 kg/shelf
- Arena shelves, melamine coated white wooden shelves with anti-slip special coating

InnoTech preassembled internal drawer Exclusiv
- Quick insertion and removal of the internal drawer
- Toolless assembly/disassembly and convenient front panel adjustment
- Perfect drawer action with Quadro partial or full extension; optionally with Silent System for closing quietly and gently - adapted to the thickness of the cabinet sides with 16, 18 and 19 mm
OrgaStore Exclusiv 1
pot-and-pan drawers
- Tailored to standard cabinet widths
- Multiplex beech, varnished
- Dividing rails need to be ordered separately

OrgaStore Deluxe 1
- Tailored to standard cabinet widths
- With variable dividers for customised organisation

Lift Advanced HF
- For wooden fronts and wood or aluminium framed fronts
- Max. flap/door weight 15,2 kg
- Adjustable opening and closing force
- Centre hinge not required
- Cross member not required
- Different front heights possible
- Silent System integrated – dampened closing action

InnoTech powder-coated steel-silver-with TopSide (IST)
- Closes off the sides between railing and drawer profile
- Attractive design
- Easy to install
- Can be retrofitted
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IOSE  - InnoTech drawer system organisation-OrgaStore Exclusiv
IOSD  - InnoTech drawer system organisation-OrgaStore Deluxe
LHF   - Folding-flap fittings-Lift Advanced HF
IST   - InnoTech powder-coated steel-silver-with TopSide
IPIEP - InnoTech preassembled internal pot-and-pan drawer-Exclusiv
LMC   - Corner unit pull-out-LeMans
IOTPM - InnoTech drawer system organisation-OrgaTray Premium
IS - InnoTech powder-coated steel-silver
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OrgaWing
- Provides InnoTech pot-and-pan drawers, 144 mm height, with an additional swing-out storage level above the railing.
- The moving compartments automatically swing out to the side when the pot-and-pan drawer is opened. They gently glide back to the home position on closing the drawer.
- Suitable for cabinet widths of 800 mm and over
- For nominal length 470 mm

InnoTech powder-coated steel-white
- Quick insertion and removal of the drawer
- No bottom panel machining
- Toolless assembly/disassembly and convenient front panel adjustment
- Perfect drawer action with Quadro partial or full extension; optionally with Silent System for closing quietly and gently - adapted to the thickness of the cabinet sides with 16, 18 and 19 mm
InnoTech Vario
- For placing in front pull-out, e.g. for InnoTech, nominal length 470/520 mm
- For cabinet width 600 - 1200 mm
- Capacity 41 litres
- The mat can be cut to the required size for use in wide cabinets
- Installation height 297 mm
- Trim sizes of the mat
  - Max. width 1125 mm
  - Depth 565 mm
  - Min. width 468 mm
  - Depth 456 mm
- Bin and lid of grey plastic

Interior fittings for kitchen wall units - Cosario
- Innovative organization system for wall cabinets
- All stored items are within full view
- Ideal for retrofitting
- Min. cabinet depth 285 mm
- Height of side when closed 140 mm
- Load capacity 5 kg
- The optional LiteLine Basic light strip illuminates the worktop even when closed - needs to be ordered separately
- Aluminium with plastic

Lift Advanced HF
- For wooden fronts and wood or aluminium framed fronts
- Max. flap/door weight 15.2 kg
- Adjustable opening and closing force
- Centre hinge not required
- Cross member not required
- Different front heights possible
- Silent System integrated – dampened closing action

OrgaTray Exclusiv 1
- Designed for standard cabinet widths
- Cabinet widths of up to 1200 mm can be organised by combining several cutlery/spice trays and universal boxes
- Can be extended by knife, spice or foil holder
- Beech lacquered
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CO  - Interior fittings for kitchen wall-unit-Cosario
LHF  - Folding-flap fittings-Lift Advanced HF
IOTE  - InnoTech drawer system organisation-OrgaTray Exclusiv
IV  - InnoTech Vario
IOW  - InnoTech drawer system organisation-OrgaWing
IW  - InnoTech powder-coated steel-white
IWT  - InnoTech powder-coated steel-white-with TopSide
IPOFX - InnoTech preassembled under-sink drawer-OrgaFlex
IOSD - InnoTech drawer system organisation-OrgaStore Deluxe
IPC - InnoTech pantry cabinet
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MultiTech for front pull-outs

Railing set
- MultiTech drawer sets with drawer profile widths of 86, 118 and 150 mm can be combined with the railing set to create pot-and-pan drawers
- For drawer lengths 350, 400, 450, 500 and 550 mm
- Load capacity 25 kg (part-extension) 30 kg (over-extension)

InnoFlex 900
- For InnoTech front pull-outs, cabinet width 900 mm
- For drawer depth 520 mm, shortened to 470 mm
- Fitting height from bottom panel up to 295 mm
- Bin, fitted frame, stepped drawer and extensions of grey plastic
Moving Corner

- Integrated dampened closure Silent System
- Optimum utilisation of space giving full access to provisions stored in the corner unit
- Suitable for 900 and 1000 mm corner unit widths using the simple click-in adjustment facility function for the extension fitting
- Minimum internal cabinet depth 500 mm
- With full-extension mounted in ball bearings
- Plastic-coated steel

OrgaStore Deluxe 1
- Tailored to standard cabinet widths
- With variable dividers for customised organisation

InnoTech preassembled internal drawer Exclusiv
- Quick insertion and removal of the internal drawer
- Toolless assembly/disassembly and convenient front panel adjustment
- Perfect drawer action with Quadro partial or full extension; optionally with Silent System for closing quietly and gently – adapted to the thickness of the cabinet sides with 16, 18 and 19 mm

OrgaTray Basic 5
- Universal application
- Easy to trim to size
- Environmentally friendly: made of fully recyclable polystyrene
- Antistatic, easy to clean
- Surface finish: silver
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IOSE - InnoTech drawer system organisation-OrgaStore Exclusiv
IPIE - InnoTech preassembled internal drawer-Exclusiv
IOTB - InnoTech drawer system organisation-OrgaTray Basic
MC - Moving Corner
IF - InnoFlex-900
MT - MultiTech for front pull-outs, Railing set
IW - InnoTech powder-coated steel-white
IWD - InnoTech powder-coated steel-white-with DesignSide
D - Dummy drawer
IPC - InnoTech pantry cabinet
LHF - Folding-flap fittings-Lift Advanced HF
IOSD - InnoTech drawer system organisation-OrgaStore Deluxe
S - Sensys hinges
Corner unit carousel fittings with D Tray (DT)
- With telescopic semi-circle revolving shelves
- Hinges are secured to the corner post
- Carousel trays can be individually height positioned
- All metal, white plastic-coated

InnoTech internal pot-and-pan drawer Exclusiv
- Quick insertion and removal of the internal pot-and-pan drawer
- No bottom panel machining
- Toolless assembly/disassembly and convenient front panel adjustment
- Perfect drawer action with Quadro partial or full extension; optionally with Silent System for closing quietly and gently
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Lift Advanced HF
- For wooden fronts and wood or aluminium framed fronts
- Max. flap/door weight 15.2 kg
- Adjustable opening and closing force
- Centre hinge not required
- Cross member not required
- Different front heights possible
- Silent System integrated – damped closing action

OrgaStore Exclusiv 1
- Tailored to standard cabinet widths
- Multiplex beech, varnished
- Dividing rails need to be ordered separately

OrgaTray Basic 4
- Designed for standard cabinet widths
- Knife and/or spice rack can be added, see below
- Environmentally friendly: made of fully recyclable polystyrene
- Antistatic, easy to clean
- Surface finish: silver

InnoTech powder-coated steel-anthracite with TopSide
- Closes off the sides between railing and drawer profile
- Attractive design
- Easy to install
- Can be retrofitted
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LHF - Folding-flap fittings-Lift Advanced HF
IOSE - InnoTech drawer system organisation-OrgaStore Exclusiv
IOTB - InnoTech drawer system organisation-OrgaTray Basic
IAT - InnoTech powder-coated steel-anthracite-with TopSide
IPIEP - InnoTech preassembled internal pot-and-pan drawer-Exclusive
CC+DT - Corner unit carousel fittings with D Tray (DT)
IAD - InnoTech powder-coated steel-anthracite-with DesignSide
IPC - InnoTech pantry cabinet
IA - InnoTech powder-coated steel-white
IPS - InnoTech preassembled under-sink drawer

ELEVATION AT - A

ELEVATION AT - B

ELEVATION AT - C

Drawings Scale: NT5
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InnoTech powder-coated steel-white with DesignSide (IWD)
- Quick insertion and removal of the pot-and-pan drawer
- No bottom panel machining
- Toolless assembly/disassembly and convenient front panel adjustment
- Perfect drawer action with Quadro partial or full extension; optionally with Silent System for closing quietly and gently

OrgaWing
- Provides InnoTech pot-and-pan drawers, 144 mm height, with an additional swing-out storage level above the railings.
- The moving compartments automatically swing out to the side when the pot-and-pan drawer is opened. They gently glide back to the home position on closing the drawer.
- Suitable for cabinet widths of 800 mm and over
- For nominal length 470 mm
ProDecor handle - 
NEW MODERN
Technology and transparency define modern life and the modern home. Reducing shape to the bare essential, futuristic design makes NEW MODERN handles truly unmistakable. Their shape results from technical means of producing them and creates an exciting, visual fascination.

OrgaFlag
- Designed for standard cabinet widths
- Additional OrgaFlag perforated profiles also permit the construction of other drawer widths in 50 mm intervals
- Silver-grey plastic
- Designed sides for aesthetics

Lift Advanced HS
- For wooden fronts and wood or aluminium framed fronts
- Max. flag/door weight 15.9 kg
- Adjustable opening and closing force
- Silent System integrated – dampened closing action
- The fitting can be adapted to different front weights by means of gas pressure springs which must be ordered separately.
- Including fixing accessories
- Housing and hinge mechanism of grey plastic/silver aluminium

OrgaFlex
- For utilising the space below the sink
- Freely positionable and removable plastic containers provide additional storage space to the right and/or left of the siphon and flexibly adapt to the specific situation they are used in
- Designed for standard cabinet widths
- Nominal length 470 mm
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IOFG - InnoTech drawer system organisation-OrgaFlag
LHS - Folding-flap fittings-Lift Advanced HS
IPOFX - InnoTech preassembled under-sink drawer-OrgaFlex
PDH - ProDecor handle-NEW MODERN
IWD - InnoTech powder-coated steel-white-with DesignSide
IOW - InnoTech drawer system organisation-OrgaWing
IW - InnoTech powder-coated steel-white
S - Sensys hinges
IPIEP - InnoTech preassembled internal pot-and-pan drawer-Exclusiv
LHL - Folding-flap fittings-Lift Advanced HL
D - Dummy drawer
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InnoTech powder-coated silver with DesignSide (ISD)
- Quick insertion and removal of the pot-and-pan drawer
- No bottom panel machining
- Toolless assembly/disassembly and convenient front panel adjustment
- Perfect drawer action with Quadro partial or full extension; optionally with Silent System for closing quietly and gently

InnoTech preassembled internal pot-and-pan drawer Basic
- Quick insertion and removal of the internal pot-and-pan drawer
- Toolless assembly/disassembly and convenient front panel adjustment
- Perfect drawer action with Quadro partial or full extension; optionally with Silent System for closing quietly and gently – adapted to the thickness of the cabinet sides with 16, 18 and 19 mm
OrgaWing

- Provides InnoTech pot-and-pan drawers, 144 mm height, with an additional swing-out storage level above the railing.
- The moving compartments automatically swing out to the side when the pot-and-pan drawer is opened. They gently glide back to the home position on closing the drawer.
- Suitable for cabinet widths of 800 mm and over
- For nominal length: 470 mm

Lift Advanced HK

- For wooden fronts and wood or aluminium framed fronts
- Max. flap/door weight: 20,7 kg
- Adjustable opening and closing force
- Silent System integrated – dampened closing action
- The fitting can be adapted to different front weights by means of gas pressure springs which must be ordered separately
- Including fixing accessories

OrgaTray Basic 1

- Universal application
- Easy to trim to size
- Environmentally friendly: made of fully recyclable polystyrene
- Antistatic, easy to clean
- Surface finish: silver

OrgaTray Basic 2

- Universal application
- Easy to trim to size
- Environmentally friendly: made of fully recyclable polystyrene
- Antistatic, easy to clean
- Surface finish: silver
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LHK - Folding-flap fittings - Lift Advanced HK
IOTB - InnoTech drawer system organisation - OrgaTray Basic
IOW - InnoTech drawer system organisation - OrgaWing
ISD - InnoTech powder-coated steel - silver - with DesignSide
IPIBP - InnoTech preassembled internal pot-and-pan drawer - Basic
IST - InnoTech powder-coated steel - silver - with TopSide
S - Sensys hinges
IOFG  - InnoTech drawer system organisation-OrgaFlag
IOSB  - InnoTech drawer system organisation-OrgaStore Basic
IPIEP - InnoTech preassembled internal pot-and-pan drawer-Exclusiv
CO    - Interior fittings for kitchen wall-unit-Cosario
Corner unit carousel fittings
- Fitting height can be varied from 839 to 889 mm by means of adjustable centre column that can also be cut to the appropriate length
- Bearings attached to the corner post
- Fast, simple positioning of revolving shelves by means of adjustable bearings
- Arena STYLE/CLASSIC three-quarter circle carousel shelves: melamine coated white wooden shelves with anti-slip special coating, steel gallery

Bin.it Classic
- Capacity 5 and 13 litres
- For minimum cabinet widths 350 and 400 mm
- Can be fitted on the left or right
- Insert, plastic
Base unit equipment
Portero 3
- Can also be used in base units with siphon
- Integrated dampered closure Silent System
- Part-extension slide
- Easy installation on the cabinet base
- Acid-proof plastic shelves for safely storing cleaning products
- Adaptable system carrier, plastic-coated steel, silver
- Clip-on basket of chrome-plated steel
- Holder und carrying handle of translucent plastic

Dispensa Duo
- Perfect swivel and pull-out technology for pantry units
- Door and pull-out shelf ensure full use of the space available
- Creates enormous storage space and well arranged storage
- Direct access to everything in the cupboard
- Can also be used for 2-door pantry units (900, 1000 and 1200 mm) without centre support

90° pull-out units, 3-tier
- Base unit front panels permit a large variety of possibilities for combination
- Optional use of the available space with compensating and diagonal base units

ProDecor handle- ORGANIC
Natural materials give the home an authentic feel. Curved, organic shapes and untreated surfaces are the quality features of this sparing use of resources, purist design reduces color content to elementary earthy and pastel shades.
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DD   - Interior fittings for pantry units-Dispensa Duo
PO3  - 90* pull-out units, 3-tier
PDH  - ProDecor handle - ORGANIC
IPIEP - InnoTech preassembled internal pot-and-pan drawer-Exclusiv
BTC  - Bin.it Classic
CC   - Corner unit carousel fittings
IS   - InnoTech powder-coated steel-silver
IOTPF - InnoTech drawer system organisation- OrgaTray Professional
IOFG - InnoTech drawer system organisation- OrgaFlag
IOW - InnoTech drawer system organisation - OrgaWing
LHF - Folding-flap fittings - Lift Advanced HF
S - Sensys hinges
IOSE - InnoTech drawer system organisation - OrgaStore- Exclusiv
IST - InnoTech powder-coated-silver-with TopSide
PT - Base unit equipment - Portero
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OrgaStore Classic
- Tailored to standard cabinet widths
- With variable dividers for customised organisation

OrgaTray Deluxe 2
- Designed for standard cabinet widths
- With variable dividers for customised organisation
InnoTech powder-coated steel-white
- Quick insertion and removal of the drawer
- No bottom panel machining
- Toolless assembly/disassembly and convenient front panel adjustment
- Perfect drawer action with Quadro partial or full extension; optionally with Silent System for closing quietly and gently

Lift Advanced HS
- For wooden fronts and wood or aluminium framed fronts
- Max. flap/door weight 15.9 kg
- Adjustable opening and closing force
- Silent System integrated – dampened closing action
- The fitting can be adapted to different front weights by means of gas pressure springs which must be ordered separately
- Housing and hinge mechanism of grey plastic/silver aluminium

OrgaFlex
- For utilising the space below the sink
- Freely positionable and removable plastic containers provide additional storage space to the right and/or left of the siphon and flexibly adapt to the specific situation they are used in
- Designed for standard cabinet widths
- Nominal length 470 mm
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LHS - Folding-flap fittings-Lift Advanced HS
IPOFX - InnoTech preassembled under-sink drawer-OrgaFlex
IOTD - InnoTech drawer system organisation-OrgaTray Deluxe
IOSC - InnoTech drawer system organisation-OrgaStore Classic
IW - InnoTech powder-coated steel-white
IWR - InnoTech powder-coated steel-white-with railing
D - Dummy drawer
S - Sensys hinges
IPIBP - InnoTech preassembled internal pot-and-pan drawer-Basic
IOSE - InnoTech drawer system organisation-OrgaStore Exclusiv
PO2 - 90° pull-out units, 2-tier
IPC - InnoTech pantry cabinet
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Vertico Synchro
- One moment opens two doors
- Ideal for any part of the home as well as in offices, hotels, contract furnishing and shop-fitting
- For two vertical sliding doors moving in synchrony
- Inset or overlay configuration
- For wooden doors or aluminium framed doors
- Straightforward cabinet design
- Sets with pre-mounted mechanism

Bin.it Classic
- Capacity 5 and 13 litres
- For minimum cabinet widths 350 and 400 mm
- Can be fitted on the left or right
- Insert, plastic
InnoTech internal pot-and-pan drawer Exclusiv
- Quick insertion and removal of the internal pot-and-pan drawer
- No bottom panel machining
- Toolless assembly/disassembly and convenient front panel adjustment
- Perfect drawer action with Quadro partial or full extension; optionally with Silent System for closing quietly and gently

OrgaStore Basic
- For pot-and-pan drawers, 144 mm height/internal pot-and-pan drawers
- Designed for standard cabinet widths
- Can also be used for customised drawer widths by shortening the crosswise railing

OrgaTray Professional
- Designed for standard cabinet widths
- Organization can be tailored to personal needs using the variable dividers – set contains two dividers per compartment
- Environmentally friendly: made of fully recyclable polystyrene
- Antistatic, easy to clean
- Surface finish: silver

InnoTech powder-coated steel-silver
- Quick insertion and removal of the drawer
- No bottom panel machining
- Toolless assembly/disassembly and convenient front panel adjustment
- Perfect drawer action with Quadro partial or full extension; optionally with Silent System for closing quietly and gently - adapted to the thickness of the cabinet sides with 16, 18 and 19 mm
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IS   - InnoTech powder-coated steel-silver
IOSB - InnoTech drawer system organisation-OrgaStore Basic
IOTPF - InnoTech drawer system organisation-OrgaTray Professional
IPIEP - InnoTech preassembled internal pot-and-pan drawer-Exclusiv
VS   - Vertico Synchro
BTC   - Bin.it Classic
IAS   - InnoTech drawer system organisation-Add-on set
- Sensys hinges
- LHF - Folding-flap fittings-Lift Advanced HF
- LHS - Folding-flap fittings-Lift Advanced HS
- S - Sensys hinges
- LMC - Corner unit pull-out-LeMans
- IOFG - InnoTech drawer system organisation-OrgaFlag
- PO2 - 90° pull-out units, 2-tier
- IST - InnoTech powder-coated steel-silver-with TopSide
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InnoTech internal pot-and-pan drawer Exclusiv
- Quick insertion and removal of the internal pot-and-pan drawer
- No bottom panel machining
- Toolless assembly/disassembly and convenient front panel adjustment
- Perfect drawer action with Quadro partial or full extension; optionally with Silent System for closing quietly and gently – adapted to the thickness of the cabinet sides with 16, 18 and 19 mm

Sensys hinges
- Soft dampered closing from a closing angle of 35°
- Suitable for standard kitchen door formats
- Elegant cover cap for the hinge cup
- Concealed latch Simple, safe, reliable
- Easily fitted, naturally without tools
- Minimum door protrusion : Optimum use of storage space with the aid of inside drawers
Add-on set
• The 70 mm height drawer set – can be turned into a variable-width pot-and-pan drawer with wooden rear panel using the add-on lengthwise railing set
• Any rear panel height and number of railings can be selected to meet personal needs

OrgaFlag
• Designed for standard cabinet widths
• Additional OrgaFlag perforated profiles also permit the construction of other drawer widths in 50 mm intervals
• Silver-grey plastic

InnoPlus
• Designed for standard cabinet widths
• For nominal length 470 and 520 mm
• Elements simply push together
• Set including anti-slip mat, silver burled
• Environmentally friendly: made of 100% recyclable steel
• Powder-coated steel, silver

SlideLine 66
• Ideal for book cases and shelf systems
• Overlay configuration
• 1-track, bottom-running
• For aluminium, wooden and glass doors
• Straightforward cabinet design
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IAS   - InnoTech drawer system organisation-Add-on set
IOFG - InnoTech drawer system organisation-OrgaFlag
IPL   - InnoPlus
SL66  - SlideLine 66
S     - Sensys hinges
IPIEP - InnoTech preassembled internal pot-and-pan drawer-Exclusiv
IA    - InnoTech powder-coated steel-anthracite
IOSB - InnoTech drawer system organisation-OrgaStore Basic
D   - Dummy drawer
LHK  - Folding-flap fittings-Lift Advanced HK
IF   - InnoFlex-900
InnoTech double walled wooden drawer system
- Designed for standard cabinet widths
- For nominal length 470 and 520 mm
- Elements simply push together
- Set including anti-slip mat, silver burled
- Environmentally friendly: made of 100% recyclable steel
- Powder-coated steel, silver

Lift Advanced HF
- For wooden fronts and wood or aluminium framed fronts
- Max. flap/door weight 15,2 kg
- Adjustable opening and closing force
- Centre hinge not required
- Cross member not required
- Different front heights possible
- Silent System integrated – dampened closing action
OrgaWing
- Provides InnoTech pot-and-pan drawers, 144 mm height, with an additional swing-out storage level above the railing.
- The moving compartments automatically swing out to the side when the pot-and-pan drawer is opened. They gently glide back to the home position on closing the drawer.
- Suitable for cabinet widths of 800 mm and over
- For nominal length 470 mm

InnoTech powder-coated steel-anthracite with DesignSide
- Quick insertion and removal of the pot-and-pan drawer
- No bottom panel machining
- Toolless assembly/disassembly and convenient front panel adjustment
- Perfect drawer action with Quadro partial or full extension; optionally with Silent System for closing quietly and gently

OrgaStore Basic
- For pot-and-pan drawers, 144 mm height/internal pot-and-pan drawers
- Designed for standard cabinet widths
- Can also be used for customised drawer widths by shortening the crosswise railing

Add-on set, 2nd railing level
- A 2nd railing level can be added quickly and easily to pot-and-pan drawers
- Crosswise railing must be ordered separately
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IAD   - InnoTech powder-coated steel-anthracite-with DesignSide
IOSB  - InnoTech drawer system organisation-OrgaStore Basic
IAS   - InnoTech drawer system organisation Add-on set
IOW   - InnoTech drawer system organisation-OrgaWing
LHF   - Folding-flap fittings-Lift Advanced HF
IDWD  - InnoTech double walled wooden drawer system
IOSE  - InnoTech drawer system organisation-OrgaStore Exclusiv
IOSD - InnoTech drawer system organisation-OrgaStore Deluxe
SL66 - SlideLine 66
BTC - Bin.it Classic
Lift Advanced HK
- For wooden fronts and wood or aluminium framed fronts
- Max. flap/door weight 20.7 kg
- Adjustable opening and closing force
- Silent System integrated – dampened closing action
- The fitting can be adapted to different front weights by means of gas pressure springs which must be ordered separately
- Including fixing accessories

InnoTech powder-coated steel-white
- Quick insertion and removal of the drawer
- No bottom panel machining
- Toolless assembly/disassembly and convenient front panel adjustment
- Perfect drawer action with Quadro partial or full extension; optionally with Silent System for closing quietly and gently - adapted to the thickness of the cabinet sides with 16, 18 and 19 mm
InnoDeluxe

- Sophisticated system for separate waste collection, for cabinet width 600 - 900 mm
- For placing in InnoTech front pull-out, nominal length 470/520 mm
- Installation height from top edge of drawer bottom 260 mm
- Height of bin 260 mm
- Lid and frame of aluminium with brushed stainless steel finish
- Bins and storage trays of grey plastic

90° pull-out units, 2-tier

- Base unit front panels permit a large variety of possibilities for combination
- Optional use of the available space with compensating and diagonal base units

InnoTech preassembled internal drawer Exclusiv

- Quick insertion and removal of the internal drawer
- Toolless assembly/disassembly and convenient front panel adjustment
- Perfect drawer action with Quadro partial or full extension; optionally with Silent System for closing quietly and gently – adapted to the thickness of the cabinet sides with 16, 18 and 19 mm

InnoTech internal pot-and-pan drawer Exclusiv

- Quick insertion and removal of the internal pot-and-pan drawer
- No bottom panel machining
- Toolless assembly/disassembly and convenient front panel adjustment
- Perfect drawer action with Quadro partial or full extension; optionally with Silent System for closing quietly and gently
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PO2  - 90° pull-out units, 2-tier
IPIE  - InnoTech preassembled internal drawer-Exclusiv
IPIEP - InnoTech preassembled internal pot-and-pan drawer-Exclusiv
ID  - InnoDeluxe
IW  - InnoTech powder-coated steel-white
LHK  - Folding-flap fittings-Lift Advanced-HK
IWD  - InnoTech powder-coated steel-white-with DesignSide
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Dummy drawer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IOFG</td>
<td>InnoTech drawer system organisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IOSD</td>
<td>InnoTech drawer system organisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IOTPF</td>
<td>InnoTech drawer system organisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IOSB</td>
<td>InnoTech drawer system organisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DD</td>
<td>Interior fittings for pantry units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>Sensys hinges</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
InnoTech powder coated steel-anthracite with DesignSide
- Quick insertion and removal of the pot-and-pan drawer
- No bottom panel machining
- Toolless assembly/disassembly and convenient front panel adjustment
- Perfect drawer action with Quadro partial or full extension; optionally with Silent System for closing quietly and gently

LeMans
- For complete and unrestricted access to the corner cabinet
- When the cupboard door is opened, the shelves are turned to the front independently of one another and then swivelled out of the cabinet completely.
- Suitable for 900 and 1000 mm wide corner cabinets
- Load capacity 20 kg/shelf
- Arena shelves, melamine coated white wooden shelves with anti-slip special coating
OrgaTray Premium 1
- Universal application
- Easy to trim to size
- Knife and/or spice rack can be added
- Environmentally friendly: made of fully recyclable polystyrene
- Antistatic, easy to clean
- Surface finish: anthracite

OrgaStore Exclusiv 1
- Tailored to standard cabinet widths
- Multiplex beech, varnished
- Dividing rails need to be ordered separately

90° pull-out units, 2-tier
- For cabinet width 150 mm
- Full-extension slides with dampered closure Silent System
- Complete with 3-dimensional adjustable front connection
- Only right-hand stop is possible
- Load capacity 12 kg
- Steel

Sensys hinges
- Soft dampened closing from a closing angle of 35°
- Suitable for standard kitchen door formats
- Elegant cover cap for the hinge cup
- Concealed latch Simple, safe, reliable
- Easily fitted, naturally without tools
- Minimum door protrusion: Optimum use of storage space with the aid of inside drawers
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IOTPM - InnoTech drawer system organisation-OrgaTray Premium
IOSE - InnoTech drawer system organisation-OrgaStore Exclusiv
PO2 - 90° pull-out units, 2-tier
S - Sensys hinges
LMC - Corner unit pull-out-LeMans
IA - InnoTech powder-coated steel-anthracite
IOW - InnoTech drawer system organisation-OrgaWing
PO3 - 90° pull-out units, 3-tier
IOSB - InnoTech drawer system organisation OrgaStore Basic
IPP - InnoTech preassembled pot-and-pan drawer
LHK - Folding-flap fittings Lift Advanced-HK
IPIBP - InnoTech preassembled internal pot-and-pan drawer Basic
BTC - Bin.it Classic
BTB - Bin.it Basic
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Moving Corner Comfort
- Swivel platform fitting
- Height adjustable knob permits ergonomic use
- Baskets at the back can be pulled out individually for outstandingly convenient operation
- For corner units with 450 to 600 mm front width
- Matching clip-on shelves and baskets
- Plastic-coated steel, silver

Electromechanical opening system easys for InnoTech
With, easys, pull-out elements open almost by magic. Gently push or pull any point on the drawer front and the drawer opens gently and noiselessly. If the drawer cannot be opened by hand, because both hands are occupied, wet or dirty, simply tap the drawer front with your knee, foot or hip to open it.
An electromechanical drive unit ensures that the drawer opens smoothly.
ProDecor handle-Touch-in

Touch-in provides freedom of design in shape and color. Ready to install, round and rectangular handles are available in brushed stainless-steel effect or polished chrome. Weather matching or contrasting - the trim panel can be coated in the color of the furniture front or covered with laminate in any preferred effect by the cabinet maker, interior designer and furniture manufacturer.

Dispensa

- Pantry pull-out with integrated dampened closure Silent System
- Compact, clearly arranged and easy to reach
- Contents can be accessed from both sides
- Part or full-extension
- Front can be adjusted in 3 directions

Sensys hinges

- Soft dampened closing from a closing angle of 35°
- Suitable for standard kitchen door formats
- Elegant cover cap for the hinge cup
- Concealed latch Simple, safe, reliable
- Easily fitted, naturally without tools
- Minimum door protrusion: Optimum use of storage space with the aid of inside drawers

OrgaTray Premium 1

- Universal application
- Easy to trim to size
- Knife and/or spice rack can be added
- Environmentally friendly: made of fully recyclable polystyrene
- Antistatic, easy to clean
- Surface stainless steel finish

Dispensa

- Pantry pull-out with integrated dampened closure Silent System
- Compact, clearly arranged and easy to reach
- Contents can be accessed from both sides
- Part or full-extension
- Front can be adjusted in 3 directions
S - Sensys hinges
PDH - ProDecor handle-Touch-in
IOTPM - InnoTech drawer system organisation-OrgaTray Premium
IPD - Interior fittings for pantry units-Dispensa
ISS - InnoTech Powder coated-Stainless steel
MCC - Moving Corner Comfort
IPIBP - InnoTech preassembled internal pot-and-pan drawer-Basic
IOW - InnoTech drawer system organisation-OrgaWing
IOFG - InnoTech drawer system organisation-OrgaFlag
IOSB - InnoTech drawer system organisation-OrgaStore Basic
IOSD - InnoTech drawer system organisation-OrgaStore Deluxe
LHF - Folding-flap fittings, Lift Advanced-HF
easys - Electromechanical opening system easys for InnoTech
BTC - Bin.it Classic

ELEVATION AT - A
ELEVATION AT - B

Drawings Scale: NT5
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InnoTech powder-coated steel-silver with DesignSide
- Quick insertion and removal of the pot-and-pan drawer
- No bottom panel machining
- Toolless assembly/disassembly and convenient front panel adjustment
- Perfect drawer action with Quadro partial or full extension; optionally with Silent System for closing quietly and gently

InnoTech internal pot-and-pan drawer Exclusiv
- Quick insertion and removal of the internal pot-and-pan drawer
- No bottom panel machining
- Toolless assembly/disassembly and convenient front panel adjustment
- Perfect drawer action with Quadro partial or full extension; optionally with Silent System for closing quietly and gently - adapted to the thickness of the cabinet sides with 16, 18 and 19 mm
Front pull-out units
- With 3-dimensional adjustable front panel connection
- For cabinet side panel thicknesses of 16-19 mm
- Minimum internal cabinet depth 493 mm
- Load capacity 30 kg
- Internal drawers
- Chrome-plated steel

Dispensa Duo
- Perfect swivel and pull-out technology for pantry units
- Door and pull-out shelf ensure full use of the space available
- Creates enormous storage space and well arranged storage
- Direct access to everything in the cupboard
- Can also be used for 2-door pantry units (900, 1000 and 1200 mm) without centre support

InnoTech preassembled under-sink drawer
- For utilizing the space below the sink
- Designed for a standard 900 mm cabinet width
- Nominal length 470 mm
- Powder-coated steel, silver

Add-on set
- The 70 mm height drawer set – can be turned into a variable-width pot-and-pan drawer with wooden rear panel using the add-on lengthwise railing set
- Any rear panel height and number of railings can be selected to meet personal needs
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- Arena Classic
- Interior fittings for pantry units-Dispensa Duo
- InnoTech preassembled under-sink drawer
- InnoTech drawer system organisation-Add-on set
- InnoTech preassembled internal pot-and-pan drawer-Exclusiv
- InnoTech powder-coated steel-silver-with DesignSide
- Dummy drawer
IPOFX - InnoTech preassembled under-sink drawer-OrgaFlex
IOTPF - InnoTech drawer system organisation-OrgaTray Professional
IOSE - InnoTech drawer system organisation-OrgaStore Exclusiv
IOSD - InnoTech drawer system organisation-OrgaStore Deluxe
IS - InnoTech powder-coated steel-silver
LHS - Folding-flap fittings, Lift Advanced-HS
S - Sensys hinges
Item Descriptions

InnoTech powder-coated steel-silver (IS) refer page 5.2.22

InnoTech powder-coated steel-antracite (IA) refer page 5.2.22

InnoTech powder-coated steel-silver-with railing (ISR) refer page 5.2.26

InnoTech powder-coated steel-antracite-with railing (IAR) refer page 5.2.26

InnoTech powder-coated steel-silver-with DesignSide (ISD) refer InnoTech catalog page 46-47 & 8-9

InnoTech powder-coated steel-antracite-with DesignSide (IAD) refer InnoTech catalog page 68-69 & 8-9

InnoTech powder-coated steel-silver-with TopSide (IST) refer page 5.2.96

InnoTech powder-coated steel-antracite-with TopSide (IAT) refer page 5.2.96
InnoTech Stainless steel (ISS) refer page 5.2.22

InnoTech powder-coated steel-white (IW) refer InnoTech catalog page 84-85

InnoTech powder-coated steel-white-with railing (IWR) refer InnoTech catalog page 88-89

InnoTech powder-coated steel-white-with DesignSide (IWD) refer InnoTech catalog page 86-87 & 8-9

InnoTech powder-coated steel-white-with TopSide (IWT) refer InnoTech catalog page 90-91 & 8-9

InnoTech Stainless steel (ISS) with railing (ISSR) refer page 5.2.26

InnoTech Stainless steel with DesignSide (ISSD) refer InnoTech catalog page 104-105 & 8-9

InnoTech Stainless steel with TopSide (ISST) refer page 5.2.96
Item Descriptions

InnoTech pantry cabinet (IPC) refer page 5.2.62

Vertico Synchro (VS) refer page 4.3.10

Lift Advanced HK (LHK) refer page 3.4.18

InoTech pantry cabinet (IPC) refer page 5.2.62

Lift Advanced HK (LHK) refer page 3.4.18

Lift Advanced HL (LHL) refer page 3.4.22

Interior fittings for pantry units- Dispensa (IPD) refer page 9.1.95

Lift Advanced HL (LHL) refer page 3.4.22

Interior fittings for pantry units- Dispensa Duo (DD) refer page 9.1.106

Lift Advanced HS (LHS) refer page 3.4.26

Lift Advanced HF (LHF) refer page 3.4.14

Vertico Synchro (VS) refer page 4.3.10
SlideLine 66 (SL66) refer page 4.2.12

InnoTech drawer system organisation-OrgaTray Classic (IOTC) refer page 5.2.84 for Classic 1 refer page 5.2.85 for Classic 2

WingLine-780 (WL780) refer page 4.4.24

InnoTech drawer system organisation-OrgaTray Premium (IOTPM) refer page 5.2.86 & 5.2.88 for Premium 1 refer page 5.2.87 & 5.2.89 for Premium 2

InnoTech drawer system organisation-OrgaTray Basic (IOTB) refer page 5.2.79 for Basic 1 refer page 5.2.80 for Basic 2 & 3 refer page 5.2.81 for Basic 4 refer page 5.2.82 for basic 5

InnoTech drawer system organisation-OrgaTray Deluxe (IOTD) refer page 5.2.92 for Deluxe 1 refer page 5.2.93 for Deluxe 2

InnoTech drawer system organisation-OrgaTray Exclusiv (IOTE) refer page 5.2.90 for Exclusiv 1/Exclusiv 2

InnoTech drawer system organisation-OrgaTray Professional (IOTPF) refer page 5.2.83
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Item Descriptions

InnoPlus (IPL)
refer page 5.2.94

InnoTech drawer system organisation-OrgaFlag (IOFG)
refer page 5.2.99

InnoTech drawer system organisation-OrgaStore Exclusiv (IOSE)
refer page 5.2.103
for Exclusiv 1/Exclusiv 2

InnoTech drawer system organisation-OrgaStore Basic (IOSB)
refer page 5.2.100

InnoTech drawer system organisation-OrgaStore Classic (IOSC)
refer page 5.2.101

InnoTech Add-on set (IAS)
refer page 5.2.98

InnoTech drawer system organisation-OrgaStore Professional (IOSPF)
refer page 5.2.102
InnoTech drawer system organisation- OrgaStore Deluxe (IOSD) refer page 5.2.104 for Deluxe 1 refer page 5.2.105 for Deluxe 2/3

InnoFlex (IF) refer page 9.1.69

InnoTech preassembled under-sink drawer- OrgaFlex (IPOFX) refer page 5.2.106

Bin.it Classic (BTC) refer page 9.1.81

InnoTech XXL drawer (IXXL) refer page 5.2.111

InnoDeluxe (ID) refer page 9.1.72

InnoTech Pull (IPU) refer page 9.1.68

Front Pull-out units- Arena Classic (AC) refer page 9.1.22
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InnoTech Vario (IV) refer page 9.1.73

Moving corner (MC) refer page 9.1.46

Sensys hinges (S) refer page 3.1.4

Moving corner Comfort (MCC) refer page 9.1.44

Corner unit Carousel fittings (CC) refer page 9.1.51

Wicker baskets (WB) refer page 9.1.37

Interior fittings for kitchen-wall units-Cosario (CO) refer page 9.1.124

LeM ans (LM C) refer page 9.1.49
InnoTech preassembled drawer (IP) refer page 5.2.40

InnoTech preassembled internal pot-and-pan drawer - Basic (IPIBP) refer page 5.2.48

InnoTech preassembled pot-and-pan drawer (IPP) refer page 5.2.42

InnoTech preassembled internal pot-and-pan drawer - Exclusiv (IPIEP) refer page 5.2.50

D Tray (DT) refer page 9.1.52

InnoTech preassembled internal drawer - Basic (IPIB) refer page 5.2.44

MultiTech for front pull-outs Railing set (MT) refer page 5.3.14

InnoTech preassembled internal drawer - Exclusiv (IPIE) refer page 5.2.46
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90° pull-out units, 2-tier (PO2) refer page 9.1.18

InnoTech Doubled walled wooden drawer system (IDWD) refer page 5.2.58

90° pull-out, 3-tier (PO3) refer page 9.1.19

InnoTech Doubled walled wooden drawer system for pot-and-pan (IDWDP) refer page 5.2.60

InnoTech preassembled under-sink drawer (IPS) refer page 5.2.108

Base unit equipment Portero 3 refer page 9.1.61

ProDecor Handle (PDH) refer ProDecor Handle catalog page 21